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CLIENT: 
The Wild Animal Health Fund 

(American Association of Zoo Veterinarians, a.k.a. AAZV)

TARGET AUDIENCE(S)
· 1,000+ active AAZV members 

· Prospect rental lists

INDUSTRY 
Nonprofit Membership Organization; 

Wildlife Conservation
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FUNDRAISING GOALS 

· Create a branded annual giving fundraising program for The Wild Animal  
 Health Fund to raise more money for signature grant making program.

· Build Wild Animal Health Fund’s donor file from scratch via rental list  
 prospecting and member-to-donor conversions.

·  Develop a regular schedule of compelling direct mail fundraising appeals  
 for The Wild Animal Health Fund.

·  Create, produce and manage direct mail campaigns, assisting a “one-person  
 development department.”

· Create and develop an online fundraising strategy to increase revenue  
 and results. 
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Year-over-year performance following launch of The 
Wild Animal Health Fund showed a 46.3% increase in 
response rate and a 32.4% increase in average gift. 

First-time donors who responded to the following year’s 

spring appeal increased their average gift amount by 89.6%.

First-time donors who responded to the following year’s 

fall appeal increased their average gift amount by 45.4%.

New donors acquired through prospecting efforts responded 

to subsequent appeals at a response rate of more than 16%!

RESULTS



No one wants to think about it, but “cause competition” is a real issue for nonprofit organizations.  Today’s 
donors have an incredible number of choices for charitable giving.  This competition for philanthropic 
dollars is even more challenging in the crowded space of wildlife, conservation and environment causes.  
With nonprofit heavyweights like The Nature Conservancy and World Wildlife Fund (WWF) dominating 
fundraising in this arena, smaller conservation-focused nonprofits are forced to make an extremely strong 
case for support or risk being passed over by donors flush with compelling giving opportunities.

The Wild Animal Health Fund:  
The “new kid on the block”
Adine Nicholson faced this competition head on when the American Association of Zoo Veterinarians 
(AAZV) launched its first donor acquisition campaign for The Wild Animal Health Fund.  As AAZV’s director 
of development, Adine was staring at a long list of challenges in building a viable annual giving program.  
“We were the new kid on the block raising funds for wildlife.  There are a lot of other large nonprofits out 
there doing fabulous work.  Their focus is more on conservation efforts, whereas The Wild Animal Health 
Fund is solely for the animal health studies that actually help the animals — the species themselves.” 

Raising money in the conservation space can be very tricky.  The lion’s share of most funding is devoted  
to environmental studies, political advocacy, and habitat preservation.  That, combined with virtually 
nonexistent federal grant funding for research studies leaves a massive gap in real-world funding for 
non-domestic animals, both in captivity and in the wild. 

Professional veterinarians are often at a severe disadvantage when it comes to combating the health issues 
that plague zoo animals and wildlife. With so many unknowns due to a limited knowledge base — the direct 
result of decades of underfunded animal health research — veterinarians in zoos and in the wild frequently 
grapple with very difficult decisions about the best course of care.  And since wild animals are biologically 
programmed to never show pain or weakness, the professionals who care for them need sound, tested, 
reliable guidance when it comes to optimizing animals’ health and well being.  

The Wild Animal Health Fund began making its mark on animal health research in 2005.  That year, a  
gift from a corporate sponsor allowed the Fund to award $10,000 in animal health research grants to  
veterinary researchers*.  In subsequent years, the AAZV was able to increase annual grant distributions 
with additional corporate funding, but there was little chance of continued growth without support  
from individual donors.

*A committee of veterinary scientists reviews all of the grant proposals to ensure all criteria is met before grant approval.
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Mission: Possible
For Adine, the future of The Wild Animal Health Fund — and the organization’s ability to make a real impact 
on animal health — depended on attracting and retaining individual donors.  So she began her mission to 
find the best fundraising solutions available for a fledgling program like this.

The first opportunity to build a donor base came when The Wild Animal Health Fund was awarded a Google 
grant providing $10,000 worth of AdWords advertising.  However, Adine soon found out that AdWords 
alone wasn’t an effective fundraising strategy.  Online advertising failed to bring in any significant number of 
new donors.

Adine wrote and posted appeals on AAZV’s Facebook page, but that also failed to produce adequate 
funding.  She then asked AAZV members to communicate with colleagues and the public about the need 
for more Wild Animal Health Fund grants.  Unfortunately, this also was not as effective as hoped.  Asking 
professional veterinarians to fundraise for The Wild Animal Health Fund and secure support for their own 
work in zoos and in the wild wasn’t an ideal model for annual giving success.

“That’s when we realized we needed to get to the general public, and the best way to do that — without 
being lucky and getting something [to go] viral on YouTube or Facebook — was to employ a marketing  
technique that could really help us with branding.”

IPM Advancement Understood  
Adine’s Goals from Day One
Knowing AAZV couldn’t make The Wild Animal Health Fund a success on their own, Adine contacted  
12 marketing and fundraising agencies.  She narrowed the list to four possibilities.  She then conducted 
interviews with each to see who would be the best fit (and who could produce the results she wanted)  
for The Wild Animal Health Fund.

Adine found IPM Advancement (IPM) in her initial Google search.  Over the course of her conversations 
with Jack Padovano, owner and lead consultant, IPM Advancement quickly rose to the top. 

“Some of these other companies that I was talking with were either not impressed with the challenge or 
didn’t think it was a challenge.  Jack completely understood from day one how big of a challenge this would 
be for us because of being such a new kid on the block.” 

Jack also recognized what made Wild Animal Health Fund different from all the other conservation causes.  
Adine shares, “It’s actually about the animals, not the great space they roam on, and Jack understood that 
from day one.  We came to find that IPM would be the best company for us.”
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A Fundraising Solution with Heart
Adine found that IPM Advancement was a different kind of fundraising company.  The firm works exclusively 
with nonprofits to conduct fundraising programs that resonate with target audiences and inspire people to 
take action.  IPM offers integrated fundraising solutions that combine consulting, campaign management, 
printing and mailing, telefundraising, and the use of digital tools.

As a boutique agency with a full team of professional fundraisers, IPM provides all aspects of creative,  
production, and fundraising program management for nonprofits.  (An important benefit for The Wild  
Animal Health Fund because the organization doesn’t have a fully staffed development office.) 

What really set IPM apart from other fundraising agencies that Adine considered?  Its founding promise:  
to give back and help organizations that make a difference in the world.  

Another important differentiator for Adine was the firm’s commitment to seeing fundraising campaigns 
through from concept to completion and follow-up.  IPM doesn’t just make recommendations and walk 
away.  It’s a fundraising company that takes the time to understand each client, provide intelligent guidance, 
produce and manage every solicitation, and stay engaged to see recommendations through to success.

After getting to know The Wild Animal 
Health Fund, IPM got to work 
Adine helped IPM understand the goals — short and long-term — for The Wild Animal Health Fund.   
Knowing what the organization wanted to achieve given its limited fundraising budget, IPM mapped  
out three fundraising scenarios with varying levels of project costs and deliverables.  The plans included 
5-year growth outlooks that estimated total income, expenses and number of donors over time factoring 
realistic response rates and attrition.

Of the three scenarios, Adine chose a strategy in which IPM would send two direct mail appeals to  
prospects annually at a quantity of 50,000 each.  Since IPM’s costs are all-inclusive, Adine never had  
to worry about “surprise” add-on charges for design, rental lists or postage.  Clear, upfront pricing  
made the project transparent for Adine and all of her stakeholders at AAZV.
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From concept to completion  
Fundraising for a new nonprofit can be a tough sell to audiences unfamiliar with the organization’s work.  In 
the case of The Wild Animal Health Fund, the fact that grant awards sometimes fund the study of unpleasant, 
even revolting diseases made it even more important that donors be presented with fundraising appeals that 
were not only timely and relevant but also extremely compelling for anyone concerned with animal health.

Adine knew it could be a challenge for prospects to willingly embrace some studies funded by Wild Animal 
Health Fund contributions.  “Most of our projects are not warm and fuzzy.  Cancer in lions and things like 
that just aren’t attractive [to prospective givers].”

Not only was the subject matter off-putting at times, it was also complicated.  The Wild Animal Health Fund 
employs a unique lexicon that is accessible to veterinarians but may not make sense to everyday folks who 
simply want to help animals.  To address this, IPM interviewed Wild Animal Health Fund grant recipients 
directly and distilled their research into layman’s terms that anyone could understand.

Before the initial direct mail fundraising appeal was produced, IPM transformed The Wild Animal Health 
Fund from “grant making program of the AAZV” into a living, breathing nonprofit brand.  The agency then 
presented Adine with fundraising messaging based on research and interviews with her stakeholders and 
AAZV members.  IPM’s creative team distilled language that would resonate with donors, and then brought 
together all aspects of the new brand and messaging in the first appeal for The Wild Animal Health Fund.  
(Of course, as a full-service fundraising agency, IPM also handled all printing and mailing logistics.)  The first 
direct mail prospect appeal dropped in May 2014.
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Building a donor file from the ground up 
Since The Wild Animal Health Fund had no annual donor base, the organization needed to rent prospect 
mailing lists for direct mail acquisition.  To pre-qualify the lists and ensure the prospecting effort would  
connect with donors of other environment and conservation causes, IPM researched the list market  
and presented Adine with recommendations for which rental lists would be most likely to support  
The Wild Animal Health Fund. 

Being a one-person development shop, Adine appreciated the fact that IPM was doing all of the groundwork, 
especially when several list managers refused to rent their supporter lists to The Wild Animal Health Fund.  
However, because IPM handled every aspect of the direct mail campaign, these speed bumps were a  
non-issue for Adine.

“Every single time, 
IPM nailed it with 
being able to put  

the focus where it 
needs to be — on 

health,” noted 
Adine.  “And don’t 

we all want to  
be healthy?”



The Results 
From spring 2014 through the end of 2015, IPM managed three donor acquisition and two donor appeal 
direct mail fundraising campaigns for The Wild Animal Health Fund.  The results explain why Adine says,  
“We are very pleased, and we’re looking forward to more successes.”

The initial response? Not good enough!   
In analyzing response from the initial direct mail prospecting appeal, IPM found that only five of 11 rented 
lists produced acceptable results in terms of response rate and ROI.  The five lists that did result in acceptable 
levels of response failed to meet average gift targets.

The IPM team took it in stride, according to Adine, and presented her with a complete analysis of the  
results.  They held back nothing, gave her honest feedback about what could be better, and made  
suggestions to move forward, which included a full reboot of list selection strategy that could now be  
informed by intelligence gained from the first mailing.

Adine was impressed by the way IPM handled the apparent setback.  “They had witnessed stumbling blocks 
before with other clients, and you could tell they had experience because of the way they responded.  It was 
purely professional that they knew and understood the challenges and knew we could get through them.”

By refining list selection and messaging, IPM increased response and 
average gift on every subsequent acquisition campaign
IPM’s analysis of the initial prospecting direct mail appeal set aside the frustration of the moment  
and proposed clear steps for future fundraising.  Implementing these recommendations brought a  
43.9% increase in response rate and a 22.6% increase for average gift in the next prospect mailing.   
By the following spring, response was up 46.3% and average gift had improved by 32.4%.
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By the Numbers  
for New Donors:

46% increase  
in response rates

32% increase  
in average gifts



Response from first-time donors was “shocking” on follow-up  
The first appeal mailing to The Wild Animal Health Fund’s brand-new donors exceeded revenue targets  
by more than 100%.  The organization’s first-time donors (prospects just one season before) responded 
with a shocking 16.2% response rate and increased their average gift by 89.6%. 

First-time donor renewals continued strong through the end of 2015.  Response rates for The Wild Animal 
Health Fund’s fall appeal reached 12% by calendar year end, and average gift is on target to beat budget.  
These results demonstrate the importance of IPM’s careful groundwork in producing loyal donors who 
grow with the program and move up the annual giving pipeline of support.

IPM’s core commitment — to make recommendations and see them through to success — has helped  
The Wild Animal Health Fund establish itself as its own bona fide 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.   
The Fund is building a financially viable annual giving fundraising program that moves donors from  
prospect to loyal supporter, and the positive response of newly-acquired donors to annual appeals is  
far exceeding expectations.

The impact of annual giving success with IPM Advancement
With IPM’s help, The Wild Animal Health Fund was able to support just over $75,000 in veterinary research 
grants in 2014.  For calendar year 2015, that figure grew 7.7% to a record-setting $80,862.  

The additional funding netted through IPM Advancement’s annual giving fundraising appeals has allowed 
Wild Animal Health Fund grant makers to say “YES!” to more grant funding for crucial animal health research.

Aside from the great results, what did 
Adine like the most about working with 
IPM Advancement? 
“They support our cause.  I could feel it in everything, and I could see it.  We’re not just their client.   
They believe in our mission and want to help us.  They want to help us really reach our goal.”
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